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Abstract 
There is a useful way of defining a new map f from other given maps fA, fl and f2: the pushout 
construction. The pushout map f is analogous to the well known pushout of topological spaces. In 
this paper we prove a Pushout formula relating the generalized Lefschetz number of the pushout 
map f to those of the given maps f.4, fl and fz. This provides a tool to compute generalized 
Lefschetz numbers and Nielsen numbers in a rather easy way. Some interesting examples are given 
at the end of the paper. 
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1. Introduction 
Let A, X1 and X2 be finite connected CW-complexes. Suppose that A is a subcomplex 
of X1 and that i2 : A c) X;? is a given cellular map. Let X be the space obtained by 
attaching X1 to X2 via i2 (X is the pushout space). It is well known that if we have 
self maps fA : A c) A, fl :X1 r-) X1 and f2 :X2 ct X2 such that flil = ilf~ and 
f& = i2fA, where il : A I-+ X1 is the inclusion, then we can define the pushout map 
f:X++X. 
The problem is to compute the generalized Lefschetz number L(f) of f. It is natural 
to expect that rS(f) is related to L(fA). f(fl) and C(f2). The main result of the paper 
is the Pushout formula; this is an easy relation given in Theorem 3.2.1. 
In Section 2 we give the necessary background to understand the problem and to 
prepare us for the proof of the formula. In Section 2.1 we give a straightforward definition 
of the generalized Lefschetz numbers; there we also define some functions to be used 
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later on. In Section 2.2 we give a proof of the well known homotopy invariance of L 
which allows us to introduce the function H, induced on the fixed point classes by a 
homotopy H. In Section 2.3 we quote the Lefschetz trace formula for fZ, given in [3]; 
this is the key-fact for the proof of the Pushout formula. 
In Section 3 we state the problem, the pushout construction with full details, and the 
Pushout formula. In Section 3.3 we show some particular cases in which the formula 
may be used. They come from the most elementary pushout constructions of topological 
spaces. 
The proof of the formula is given in Section 4. In order to simplify it, we split it up 
in three lemmas. At last, in Section 5, several examples are given. The Pushout formula 
really allows us to easily compute generalized Lefschetz numbers of these maps. They 
are interesting by themselves because they are simple counter-examples to the Lefschetz 
fixed point theorem, as the classical one by McCord (cf. [5]) for a wider class of spaces. 
Sincere thanks are due to Renzo Piccinini and Robert Freeman Brown for their in- 
valuable help and encouragement. 
2. Preliminaries 
2. I. Generalized Lefschetz numbers 
Let X be a finite connected CW-complex. We say that a self map f : X ti X is path- 
based if a base path w : I c) X has been chosen so that f(w(0)) = w( 1). We denote 
with (f, w) a path-based map f with base path w. Let dM,t, be the category whose 
objects are all such path-based self maps. For all given objects (f, w) :X ++ X and 
(g, U) : Y H Y, the morphisms are maps h : X c) Y such that gh = hf and h(w) = w; 
we use the symbol h to denote both the morphism h: (f, w) + (g,v) and the map 
h:Xc+Y. 
There is an interesting functor acting on M,I,: the Reidemeister functor R : dM,t, t-) 
Set. For every path-based self map (f, w), with zc := w(O), let rr(f, w) be the en- 
domorphism r(f, w) : ~1 (X,x0) * q(X, ~0) defined by n(f, w)(o) := wf(c~)w-~ 
for all o E 7~ (X, 20). For any fixed (f, w), ni(X, 20) acts on itself if we set 
g . 2 := gz7r(f, w)(g-1) f or every g, z E ~1 (X, 20). We call the orbit set the Reide- 
meister set of (f, w), written as R(f, w). The orbit of the element g E ~l(X,zo) is 
indicated by [g] E R(f, w). If we have a morphism h: (f, w) + (g, h(w)) of d&& 
we can define R(h) := h, :R(f, w c) R(g, h(w)) setting h,([g]) := [h(g)] for every ) 
g E 7ri (X, ~0). The Reidemeister functor is analogous to the fixed point class func- 
tor of [4]. At last, there is a trivial functor Z: Set ++ Ab from the category of sets 
to the category of (free) abelian groups: to every set S we associate the free abelian 
group ZS generated by S, and to every map m : 5’1 +-+ 5’2, the induced homomorphism 
m : ZS1 F-+ 25’2. Note that m may denote either the map on St or the homomorphism 
on ZS,. 
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In this framework it is easy to define the generalized Lefschetz number of a self map 
f. Take a base path w for f, and define the coordinate function cd, : Fix(f) c) R(f, w) 
from the set of fixed points Fix(f) = {CC E X 1 f(z) = x} to the Reidemeister orbits 
of (f, w): for every 5 E Fix(f) choose a path A, : I ++ X such that X,(O) = 20 and 
X,(l) = CC, and let cdW(x) := [AZf(A;‘)w-‘1. Th e coordinate function is well defined 
and can distinguish different fixed point classes: two fixed points x and y of f are in the 
same fixed point class if and only if cd,(s) = cd,(y) (cf. [ 1,4]). Hence we can define 
the index ind(<) of an element c of R(f, w) letting it to be equal to the fixed point index 
ind(f, cd,’ (E)) of the corresponding fixed point class cd,’ ([), as in [1,4]. If the class 
is empty, the index is naturally zero. The generalized Lefschetz number of the self map 
(fl W) 
W,w) := c Ind(G .E 
CEW,ur) 
is actually an element of ZR(f, w). The reader should recall that the sum of the indices 
ind(J) coincides with the classical Lefschetz number and that the number of elements 
< E R(f, w) having nonzero index is the Nielsen number of the map f. For all the 
important properties of these numbers and their very close relations with fixed point 
theory, see, e.g., [4,1,3]. 
2.2. Homotopy invariance 
One question easily arises: what happens if we take different base paths for a self 
map f? Let f be given, and take two base paths w and w’. For every path X such that 
X(0) = w(0) and X(1) = w’(0) we can define a change of coordinate A, : R(f, w) e 
R(f, 20’) if we put &([a]) := [A-‘awf(X)w’- ‘1 for every (Y E 7ri (X, w(0)). This is an 
index-preserving bijection because the equality cdWf = A, cd, holds true. 
The homotopy invariance of the generalized Lefschetz number is a classical well 
known result; the proof of this fact is based on the trace formula and chain homotopy 
properties. In this paper we offer a direct proof of the homotopy invariance, following a 
slightly different route. Let (f, w) and (g, V) be two homotopic self maps, with base paths 
w and w with the same starting point w(0) = v(0) = za. For every homotopy H : f N g, 
let the path defined by ye := H(xo, t) V’t E I, be the track of the homotopy H on 
20. 
Proposition 2.2.1 (Homotopy invariance). Zf we define 
H,([a]) := [cuwy~v-‘] 
for every 14 E Nf, ) w , we obtain an index preserving bijection 
Ha : W, w) * 7% 20). 
Consequently H, is such that L(g, w) = H,13(f, w). 
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Proof. Let a:X x I ti X x I be the fat homotopy of H, defined by ??(z, t) := 
(H(z, t), t) for every (2, t) E X x I. Let ie: X c) X x I and it :X ++ X x I be the 
inclusions ia := (x,0) and it(z) := (x,1). As morphisms of d.M,t,, we can write 
io : (f, u> * (a, io(4) and it: (g,v) I+ (H,il(w)). 
Following [ 1,4], it is trivial to show that 
ie* : R(f, w) I+ R(&, io(w)) and il, : R(g, w) c) R(H, ii(v)) 
are index preserving bijections. If we take the vertical path c in X x I defined by c(t) := 
(ICO, t) for all t E I, the induced change of coordinate c* : R(R, io(w)) H R(%?, il (v)) 
is an index preserving bijection. Now we can put H, := i~*‘c*io*. We have an obviously 
index preserving bijection which coincides with that of the proposition. 0 
2.3. The Lefschetz-Husseini trace formula 
Let X be the universal covering space of X. Note that X is not necessarily a finite 
CW-complex. For every integer q > 0, let C,(X) denote the qth cellular chain group 
C,(X) := Hq(z(4), _%(Q-‘);Z). It is a right finitely generated free Z[rt(X)]-module 
(cf. [3]). Let (f, UJ) : X ++ X be a path-based cellular self map, with w(O) = 20. We can 
view X as the set of all homotopy classes rel. endpoints of paths in X starting at 20, 
and define a canonical cellular lifting of (f,~), j:X ti 2, setting f([X]) := [wf(X)]. 
Hence, there is a canonical module homomorphism C,(j) : C,(X) I+ C,(X) which is 
also a (7~ (X, ZO), f*)-h omomorphism (cf. [3]), where f* is the induced endomorphism 
on 7~ (X, 20). Thus the Stallings trace of C,(f) can be defined: it is the element of 
Z’R(f, w) given by the sum of $e diagonal terms of the matrix representing C,(f) in 
any free Znl (X) basis for C,(X), modulo Reidemeister action. It will be denoted by 
Trf* [C,(j)]. We are now in the position to state the Lefschetz-Husseini trace formula. 
Kf, w) = x(-1)‘Tr.f. [C,(j)]. 
P>O 
3. The Pushout formula 
3.1. Pushouts in AM,b 
Let us take the self maps _fA : A ++ A, fi :X1 c) X1 and f2 :X2 ti X2. For any 
couple of maps it :A I-+ X1 and iz: A c) X2 such that itfA = flit and fziz = i2fA, 
denote the pushout space of XI and X2 via it and i2 with X := Xi UA X2; we also 
denote with jt :X1 C) X and j2 : X2 c) X the two induced maps. We see that there 
exists a unique continuous self map f : X c) X such that f jl = jl fl and f j2 = j2 f2. 
The map f, which will also be indicated by fi Ufa f2, is the Pushout map of fl and 
f2 via ir and iz. This is a kind of pushout construction in the category of all self maps 
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(similar to AM&. It satisfies the universal property of colimits in this category and 
satisfies the horizontal and vertical composition laws (cf. 161). 
Now let us suppose fA, ft, fi, it and iz are cellular maps on finite connected CW- 
complexes A, XI and X2 as before. Then X is a finite CW-complex and the maps jt, 
j,, f are cellular. Hence this construction is possible in dMpt, whenever the starting 
maps are cellular. Please note that for the previous construction it suffices to choose a 
base path w for fA and take it(w), i*(w) and jtii(w) as base paths for Xi, X2 and X. 
The previous diagram will be called a pushout diagram in d.&t,. 
3.2. The generalized Lefschetz number of a pushout map 
We can think at the previous diagram like a square diagram in d&b with base paths 
as explained before. Assume that we know the generalized Lefschetz numbers of fA, fr 
and f2. Is it possible to say something about he Lefschetz number of f? Is it related to 
them? Remember that all the involved maps are cellular. Let us take the image of the 
square diagram by the ZR functor: we get a square diagram of free abelian groups, 
za(fA, w) 
ib 
i i 
j2. 
Z~(fl,il(W)) ~za(M,(w)) 
in which the known L(f,4, w), C(ft , il (w)) and L(_fz, i2(w)) belong to their respective 
free abelian groups. In what follows, we omit the base paths which are supposed to be 
fixed once and for all. 
Theorem 3.2.1 (Pushout formula). of ir is an inclusion, then 
&(f) = jt*‘%) + j2&f2) - jl*il*c(fA). 
Clearly, this allows us to compute L(f) once we know the three terms of the right hand 
side of the equation. Sometimes this turns out to be a straightforward way to compute 
generalized Lefschetz numbers and Nielsen numbers of maps. 
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3.3. Some particular cases 
We know that the pushout construction is a general method of getting new topological 
spaces from some given ones. The most common examples in this direction are the union 
of subspaces, the quotient space, the one-point union (wedge) and the connected sum (or 
the adjunction of cells). In almost all these cases the Pushout formula becomes simpler. 
Union spaces 
Let X = Xt U X2 be the union of two connected sub-complexes, such that the 
intersection A = XI rl X2 is connected. For every cellular maps ft : Xt H X1 and 
f2 : X2 I-+ X2 that coincide on A, let f be the extended map f : X c) X. If we know 
fZ(f~), C(ft) and L(f2) the Pushout formula yields L(f). 
Quotient spaces 
Let X be a finite connected CW-complex, f a cellular self map of X and A a subcom- 
plex of X such that f(A) C A. Let Q : X H X/A be the quotient map, f the induced 
self map of X/A and fA the self map restricted to A. Then 
L(f) = Cd(f) + (1 - L(fA)) [II, 
where L(fA) is the classical Lefschetz number of fA. The proof of this formula is based 
upon the pushout construction of the quotient space X/A 
A-* 
i 
I I 
i 
x--%-X/A 
and the fact that q*i*l(fA) = L(fA) . [I]. 
One-point unions 
Let ft : (Xl, 21) * (Xl, ICI) and f2 : (X2,22) e (X2,22) be two pointed maps. Then 
the induced map on the wedge product of Xt and X2 satisfies the equation 
L(f) = jl*U) + j2*L(f2) - 111 
where jt : Xt ++ Xt V X2 and j2 : X2 * Xt V X2 are the inclusions on the first and the 
second factor respectively. 
Connected sums 
Let Ml and Mz be two connected compact triangulated n-manifolds. We can view 
the connected sum Ml#M2 as the pushout space of the manifolds minus open ball Dn 
along the boundary A := aDn of D”, X1 := Ml - D” and X2 := M2 - D”. If the 
maps ft :X1 I+ Xt and f2 :X2 t-+ X2 are suitably defined on A, we can get a whole 
map f : Ml#M2 ++ Ml#Mz. For every n > 2 the formula holds, and for n > 3, because 
S” is simply connected, it becomes 
L(f) = jl*Lc(fl) + jZ*c(fZ) - L(fA)[l], 
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where jt and j2 are the obvious inclusions. Let us remark that in this and in the previous 
case the only term in the sum that may disappear is the [l] term. Moreover, jt* and j2, 
are injections. Consequently, the Nielsen number of f may be either N(ft) + N(f2) - 1 
or N(ft) + N(f2) - 2. We can select the appropriate case by computing the classical 
Lefschetz number of f. This happens every time A is a simply connected space. 
4. Proof of the formula 
Let M(i2) be the mapping cylinder of the cellular map i2. Define M(i2) = X~LIA (A x 
I) to be the pushout space of X2 and A x I via the inclusion A I+ A x 0 2 A x I and the 
map i2 : A I-+ X2; we note that M(i2) is a finite connected CW-complex. We can define 
a cellular inclusion (therefore a cofibration) ii2 : A c+ M(iz) setting &(a) := %~(a, l), 
where ~2 :A x I ++ M(i2) is the map induced by the pushout construction of M(i2); 
moreover, the map p: M(i2) + X2 defined by pAxl(c, t) = i2(a) and px,(sz) = 22 for 
every a E A, t E I and 22 E X2 is a homotopy equivalence. The equality i2 = p ii2 
trivially holds true, and the map ?: X2 c) hl(iz) given by the inclusion on the pushout 
space is the homotopy inverse of p. Actually, pj = lx, and Jp N lM~iZ) through the 
homotopy H : M(i2) x I ti M(i2) defined by H(Tz(u, t), s) = ?~(a, St) for all (a, t) E 
Ax I, and H(j(-(22), s) = $22) f or a 11 22 E X2. All these facts about the mapping cylinder 
of i2 are well known. The next step is to bring these concepts into the category dM+ 
by simply defining an analogue of the mapping cylinder in dM,t., (with a trivial choice 
of base paths). Just define the map fi : M(i2) c) M(i2) to be f;(~(u, t)) := ~~(f~(u), t) 
for all (a, t) E A x I, and fi(9(22)) := J((f~(x2)) for all 22 E X2. The map is such that 
fi ii2 = ii2 _fA, and f2 p = p f{. It is a cellular map. Therefore we have in d.M+, 
an object &, a cellular inclusion ii2: fA I-+ fi, and a cellular homotopy equivalence 
p: f; t+ f2 such that p ii2 = i2. 
Now define the pushout map of fi and fi via the cellular inclusions ir : fA ti fl and 
ii2 : fA +-+ fi, and call it fl LJf_,, fi. Let 21 : fi c-) fl LJfa f; and 222 :fl c+ fl Llfa fi be the 
induced pushout cellular inclusions. It is trivial to define a cellular map p: fl ufA fi c) f 
such that p fi2 = jt and P ;it = jz p. In other words, the following diagram is commutative 
in dM,t,, all the maps are cellular, and all the three possible square diagrams are pushout 
diagrams (by the horizontal composition law). 
fA 
ii1 
Se f: 
P 
* f2 
We wish to emphasize that both it and ii2 are inclusions. The base paths are assumed to 
be chosen in a natural way from a fixed base path w for fA. The proof of the Pushout 
formula will follow easily from the next lemmas. 
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Lemma 41. In the notation of Section 3.1, if both il and i2 are inclusions, then the 
formula 
L(f) = jld(fl) + jd(f2) - jl*id(fA) 
holds true, where f = fl Ufa f2. 
Proof. Let A, Xt , 2; and X be the universal covering spaces of A, X1, X2 and X. Let 
fa, fi, 52 and fl be the canonical liftings of fA, fi, f2 and f respectively, once we have 
set the base paths w, it(w), iz(w) and jiit(w). Let 6, z>, 71 and 5 be the canonical 
liftings-of it, i2, jt and j2; for example, 6 is defined by Z;([X]) := [it(X)] for every 
[X] E A (cf. Section 2.3). We can draw a covering diagram of the diagram in Section 
3.1, at a universal covering space level. 
Let q be any positive integer. As in Section 2.3, we can assume C,(X) to be a free 
finitely generated right r](X)-module; at the same time, C,(A), C,(_%t) and C,(X2) 
are respectively, a free finitely generated right r](A)-module, a 7~t(Xt)-module and 
a 7rt (X2)-module. Their bases may consist of sets of cells of the respective covering 
spaces, obtained by lifting the cells of the base spaces. More precisely, in the case of 
A, let p : 2 C) A be the covering map; for any q-cell eq of A, p-’ (eq) is the disjoint 
union of q-cells in A. We can pick one, and consider the corresponding element in 
C,(A). If we proceed in the same way, we get a free Zrt (A)-basis for C,(A). Let 
Ul,U2,..., ak E C,(A) be the elements of such a basis. By the injectivity of it, we can 
take in C,(Xr ) a free Zq (Xl)-basis, whose elements are bt, b2, . .‘, k,..., b bk+s, such 
that for every 2~ = l,..., k, b, = C,(G)(a,). In the same manner, there exists a free 
Znt (X2)-basis in C,(Xz), consisting of the elements cl, ~2,. . . , Ck, . . . , Ck+t, such that 
for every u = l,..., k, c, = C,(G)(a,). Both these bases are made up by lifting the 
q-cells of Xt and X2. Therefore, all the elements Cq(3;)(b,) with 2~ = 1, . . . , k + s and 
Cp(fi)(c,) with v = 1,. . . , k + t form a free Zri (X)-basis for C,(X). 
Using these bases, we find the entries of the matrices representing C,(fa), C, (?I), 
C, (52) and C,(j). They are elements of Znt (A) such that 
forallu=l,... , k; elements of Z~t(xt) such that 
k+s 
C,(fd(bu) =~bt& 
tl=l 
forallu=l,..., k + s; elements of 2~1 (X2) such that 
k+t 
qS2)(cu) = c cd? 
V=l 
forallu=l,..., k+t.Hence,forallu=l,..., k+s, 
Cd.f,(C&ji)&)) = C,(5) 
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andforallu.= l,...,k+t, 
because GAfFG(5) = C,(_?iF’,(h) and C,(.f)C,(fi) = Cq(5)Cq(~). 
With an abuse of notation, let 
jl* : zn1 (Xl) e ZTl (X), 
j2* : Zm (X2) * ZTl (X), 
il, :%(A) I-) Znl(Xl), 
i2* : Znl (A) ti Zrl (X2) 
be the induced ring homomorphisms, with base points 
w(O), it (w(O)), i~(w(O)) and jtit (w(O)) 
in the respective spaces. It is immediate to verify that for every w = 1, . . . , ,k + s and 
every B E Zrl(Xl) the equality C,(f1)(b,l3) = (C,(_f~)(b,))jl,(B) holds; obviously, 
the right action in the right hand side of the equation is thought out to be in C,(X). A 
similar equation holds true for C,(f2). Therefore, for all u = 1, . . , k + S, 
kts 
cdfGLmJ) = c (w-l;)u4).h*(%) 
?I==1 
andforallu=l,...,k+t, 
k+t 
C,(fl)(C&SU)) = c (qf2>c4).i2*(c~) 
u=l 
is verified. As a consequence, the trace 
k k+s k+t 
Trf* [C,(J)1 = c [A*(X)] + c [A*(K)] + c [j2*(c:)], 
IL=1 u=k+l u=k+l 
where it is jt* (BE) = jx*(C;) for every u = 1,. . . , k. In fact, it is easy to see that for 
every U,ZI = l,... , k, the relations B,” = il*(AE) and Cc = &(A:) are true. We are 
at last in the position of finishing the proof: because of the equalities 
il* Trfa. ( [cdfa)]) =-& [B;], 
u=l 
i2* (Tr.fA. [cq(.f4)]) = 2 [c:] 
it is straightforward to show that for every 4 >, 0 
Trf* [C,(i)] + j t*it* TrCq(fa) = .k Trf,, [C,(ft)] + j2, Trfi. [C&4], 
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and adding on the alternating sum, we obtain exactly the Pushout formula for this special 
case. 0 
Lemma 4.2. The inducedfunction p, : R($) e R(f 2 ) is an index preserving bijection. 
Therefore, L(fz) = p&f..). 
Proof. We observe that we must take care of the base paths, Remember the above 
defined inclusion 7: X2 I+ M(i2) and the homotopy H :JJI N lMciz), By com- 
mutative property of L: (cf. [1,4]), j* :R(fz,i2(w)) ti R(_$2p,j~_i2(w)) is an in- 
dex preserving bijection. At the same time, H induces an index preserving bijection 
He : 7W22pJ~2(4) H 73(.&.7~2(4) b ecause f2p = pfi. Finally, take the path X 
in M(i2) defined by X(s) := ?;2(w(O), s) f or all s E I; it induces a change of co- 
ordinates X, :77&,.$2(w)) ++ R(f., iiz(w)). Therefore we can define an index pre- 
serving bijection X,H& : R(f2, iz(w)) +-+ R(f., i&(w)), which takes every element 
[a] E R(f2, i2(w)) into 
[A-‘3-(LL)Ji2(w)f;(x)ii*(w-‘)] E R($, ii2(w)). 
Now we are going to prove that p, : R(fi, iiz(w)) t-+ R(f2, i-~(w)) is the inverse of this 
bijection. For every element [cr] E R(f2, iz(w)), it is easy to see that 
PAHJ+]) = [ai2(w)i,(w-1)i2(w)i2(w-1)] = [a]. 
On the other hand, take an element [p] E R(f., iiz(zu)). It is not difficult to find a 
homotopy relative to endpoints such that 32(w)f~(~)ii~(w-~) N X. Hence, 
~,K~~;rp* ([PI) = [X-‘~~p(P)~~2(w)f~(X)ii2 (w-71 
is equal to [X-‘~p(p)X]. But if we take the map K : Ix I I+ M(i2) defined by K(t, s) := 
H(P(t), s) for all (t, s) E Ix I, we can modify it to have a homotopy X-‘jp(p)X N ,0. In 
conclusion, p, is an index preserving bijection, because it is the inverse of X, H&. 0 
Lemma 4.3. The induced function p* : R(fl ufa fi) ++ R(f) is an index preserving 
bijection. Therefore, ,C(_f) = p,l(fl LJfa f.). 
Proof. Let M(il) be the mapping cylinder of the inclusion it : A I+ X1; M(il) = 
X1 x (0) U A x I, and let iit : A ++ M(il) be the inclusion defined by ii*(a) : = (a, 1) 
for all a E A. Note that X1 U,J M(iz) X &f(it ) U,J X2 in a natural way. We will identify 
these two spaces. Let G : i’bf(il) c) M(il) UA x2 and zZi :x2 c) M(il) UA x2 be the 
maps induced by the pushout construction. We know that it is a cofibration, so there 
exists a retraction r : Xt x I c) M(ii). Let L :X1 +-+ M(il) be the map defined by 
L(zt) := r(2i,l) for every 21 E Xl. 
Let 0 : X r-) M(ii) UA X2 be the unique (by the universal property of pushouts) map 
such that ujt = ILL and uj2 = St. We will show that CJ is the homotopy inverse of p. 
In any case, it induces an index preserving bijection 
c* :R(.fpa,jtit(w)) * R(@ fi Ufa f&crjtit(w)) 
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because of the commutativity property and the equality fp = p ft UfA fi. 
Define H: X1 x I ++ X1 by setting H(zt , s) := p< ~(51, s) for every (21,s) E 
Xt x I, where p< : M(it) e X1 is the projection over the first factor. By the universal 
property for X x I, there exists a K : X x I ti X such that K(jt x 11) = jtH and 
K(j~~l~)=j~pr~,inwhichj~xl~:X~xI~Xx~andj:!xl~:X;?xIc)XxIa~e 
defined to be the identity on the second factor, and pr, :X2 x I e X2 is the projection 
on the first one. It turns out that K(-, 0) = lx and K(-, 1) = po and that K is 
a homotopy relative to jz(X2). This allows us to define an index preserving bijection 
K, : R(f, jlil (w)) c) R(fp, jlil (w)) as in Section 2.2. 
Let C : M(i,) x I ++ M(il) be the map defined by C((z, , t), s) := ~(51 , (1 - s)t + s) 
for every (~1, t) E M(il) C X1 x 1 and for all s E I, and T : X1 x I e M(it) the 
retraction seen before. Let pr, : X2 x I C) X2 be the projection over the first factor; let 
~xl~:M(i,)xIc, (M(it)U~X2)xIandzZtxl~:X2xIc) (M(it)UAX2)xIbethe 
maps of the pushout diagram for (kf(it) HA X2) x 1. Because of the universal property, 
there exists a unique D : (M(il) U X2) x I +-+ M(ir) LI X2 such that D(fi x 11) = GC 
and that D(Gr x 11) = z?;t pr,. The following equations hold true: 
D(-,O) = ~MM(+,,~~ and D(-, 1) = crp. 
This is because C( -, 0) = 1 ~(~~1 and C(-, 1) = T(--, 1) = Lp. Let 
0,’ : R(Q fl Ufa J-i, ml(w)) * R(fl Ufa f;, W(w)) 
be the inverse of the index preserving bijection induced by D. 
At last, let X be the path in M(it) UA X2 defined by X(s) := G(it(w(O)), 1 - s) for 
all s E I. Let X, : R(fl LlfA f;, ajli, (w)) t+ R(fl Ufa f& zi2i1 (w)) be the change of 
coordinates induced by X. 
Consider the index preserving bijection given by the composition 
X,D,‘o,K,. 
We wish to prove that X, D;‘u,K, is precisely the inverse of p*, We first observe that 
it takes the element [o] of R(f, jlit(~~)) to 
[~-l+)~j&(W) fl Ufa f: 2T2il (w-‘)] 
of R(ft Llfa f&zi2il(w)). Next, we can easily find a homotopy to show that the 
path crjti,(w) ft UjA f;(X) zT~il(w-‘) ’ h is omotopic rel. endpoints to X. Therefore, 
X,D$‘a,K,([a]) = [X1++]. Now 
P, LD,‘dL([a]) = [ii+)] = [a] 
because K: lx - ~?a reljz(X2). On the other hand, take [p] E R(ft LlfA fi,zi;zil(w)). 
We see that X+D;‘~J,K,~%([P]) = [Xel~j@)A]. Define the map A(t, s) := D@(t), s) 
for all (t, s) E 1 x I. We obtain a map A : I x I +-+ M(il) UA X2 such that A(t, 0) = 
P(t), A(& 1) = @(P(t)), and A(0, s) = A(l, s) = X-‘(s) for all t, s E I. Hence 
P N X%B(P)X, and X, D;‘u, K,p*( [PI) = [PI. Therefore p* is an index preserving 
bijection. 0 
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We are now in a position to prove the Pushout formula. Because ii2 and ii arc cellular 
inclusions, Lemma 4.1 holds true for fi ufA f;, Hence, 
L(fl uf/j f:) = 2~24fl) + zirL(f;) - z~2*id(fA) 
with the choice of base paths mentioned before. But, using Lemma 4.3, we obtain 
L(f) = ii* (z;iz+~(fl) -t- %L(f;) - z~2z*id(fA)) 
and hence, due to the fact that P*zK~* = ji*, p*zi, = jz,p, and p,ii~*ii, = ji*ii*, the 
equation 13(f) = &L(.fi) + j2,p*L(.f$ - 3 ‘l*il*L(fA), Therefore, by Lemma 4.2, the 
Pushout formula holds true. 
5. Examples 
5. I. The converse of the Lefschetz fixed point theorem 
The main tool for defining maps on surfaces is the Dehn twist: for each k E Z define 
the map Tk : S’ x 1 I+ S’ x 1 by Tk(e2nit, s) := (e2ni(t+ks), s) for each t, s E I. It is 
easy to see that Tk is the identity if restricted to the boundary a(S’ x 1) = S’ x aI. Let 
Xi be the surface obtained by removing a small open disc D2, which does not intersect 
a := S’ x {e”} and b := {e”} x 5” , from a torus surface S’ x Si . We may suppose 
the closure Dz of D2 to intersect a and b only in 20 := (e”, e”). Moreover, we may 
endow X1 with a cellular structure such that 3x1 is a subcomplex of X1, and such 
that the we could take suitable cellular approximates of each of the following maps. 
Let a and b be the free generators of the fundamental group of Xi. If we take tubular 
neighborhoods of a and b, we can define Dehn twists over the whole surface. For all 
h E Z we can define 9h on X1 such that 9h(a) N abh and qh(b) = b, if we twist 
around b. Similarly, for each k E Z, we define 9k such that 9k(a) = a and &_(b) - bu”, 
if we twist around a. Both 9 and 9’ are the identity if restricted to 8x1. We use a 
and b to denote either the paths in Xr or the corresponding elements in rrr (Xl, X0). By 
composition, define fk : Xr ti Xt by fk := 969-t with k 3 2. It is the identity on a&, 
and fk(a) = ul-kb-l, fk(b) = ba”. Let the base path for fk be the constant path at 
xc. It is easy to find a retraction T : Xi c) S’ v S’ = a v b, which is a deformation. By 
using commutativity and homotopy invariance, we can show that there exists an index 
preserving bijection i, : R(rfki) I-) R(fk) defined in the natural way. Therefore we need 
to compute c(Tfki), as a self map of S’ V S’. Using Fox calculus (in a different way 
of the original one), remembering that k 2 2, after some computing we obtain that 
k-l 
L(?‘fki) = c[aj] E za(rfki) 
j=i 
as in [2]. Therefore, 
k-l k-l 
L(fk) = c i*[Uj] = x[Uj] E zn(fk) 
j=! j=l 
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by an abuse of notation. 
Let now X2 be any finite connected CW-complex, and iz : aXi I-+ X2 be any cellular 
map, Let X(X2) denote the Euler-Poincare characteristic of X2. Suppose that x(X2) 6 
-1. Let Ic := 1 - x(X2) > 2. Attach Xi to X2 via iz, and let X 
This is a pushout construction. Define a self map f : X ~--f X by 
whole X by the identity on X2. The Pushout formula here gives 
k-l 
L(f) = ~jI*[Ujl -t- x(Xz)[ll - WI, 
j=l 
because L(ly) = X(Y)[l] for any space Y. 
be the space obtained. 
extending fk over the 
Now we are going to show that L(f) # 0 and L(f) = 0. By the generalized Seifert- 
Van Kampen theorem, ~1 (X) is the amalgamated irect product of ~1 (Xl) and q (X2) 
via the homomorphisms ii 7F :7~ (aXi) +-+ ri(Xi) and izn : 7rt(aXt) ti 7rt(Xz). There- 
fore, by the universal property, there exists a unique homomorphism q : ~1 (X) ++ Z $ Z 
that extends the abelianization homomorphism A : ~1 (Xl) e Z @I Z and the trivial one 
T : ~1 (X2) ++ (0,O) E Z CB Z. Let H be the Kernel of such homomorphism. Then H is 
a normal subgroup of q (X) such that f*(H) C H. Therefore we can take the relative 
Reidemeister classes R(fk, H) of fk (cf. [4]), namely the set of Reidemeister orbits in 
rri (X)/H; we obtain the abelian group Z cl3 Z and hence it is rather immediate to distin- 
guish classes in it. Using these arguments we can show that [l], [a], [a*], . . . , [u”-~] are 
lc distinct elements of R(fk), for each k > 2. Hence L(fk) # 0. Moreover, L(fk) = 0 
by the choice of k, and N(fk) = JG Note that if k = 2 and X2 is a torus minus a disc, 
this example reduces to the classical one by McCord [5]. Incidentally, by the existence 
of such maps, we have proved the following proposition: 
Proposition 5.1.1. The converse of the Lefschetzfied point theorem does not hold true 
for any space obtained by attaching cellularly the boundary of a torus minus a disc to 
a space with negative characteristic x < -1. 
This happens to all the orientable surfaces with negative characteristic, and to all 
but finitely many nonorientable surfaces. So it is also proved that, among surfaces, the 
converse of the Lefschetz theorem holds true only for a finite set of them. For more 
information, the reader should consult [ 11. 
5.2. N is far from L 
Let X1 be the orientable surface of genus 2, that is, the connected sum of two tori 
minus an open small disc D2. Again, as in the previous example, we can take simple paths 
al, bl , ~2, b2 which are free generators of rri (Xi, zo j, where 20 is a point of the boundary 
aXI x S’ . Next, we take tubular neighborhoods of al, a2, bl and b2 and for given integers 
Ici 2 2, k2 > 1, we take suitable Dehn twists; define a cellular map ft : Xi c-) X1 such 
that fi(at) = aiMklb;l, fi(bl) = blc$, fl(a2) = a&a?, fl(bz) = bza? and flax1 is 
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the identity on aXi. As before, using a deformation retraction and Fox calculus, we can 
show after a little computation that 
k1-1 kz-I 
Wi) = 2 [ai] - c [a$,-‘a,-‘] - 2. [l]. 
j=l i=o 
Now, let XZ be a space with characteristic X(X2). It turns out that t(lx,) = X(Xz)[l]. 
Let X be the space obtained by attaching X1 to X;! via a cellular map i2 : aXI I+ X2. 
Define a self map f on X by extending ft on the whole X with the identity on X2. Take 
the constant path at xa as base path for all self maps. Applying the Pushout formula, we 
obtain that C(f) = jd(f~) + j2*X(Xz)[l], because c(la,) = 0. Therefore, 
kl-1 kz-1 
w = c h* [a{] - c j,* [a$b;‘a;‘] + (x(X2) - 2) . [l]. 
$4 i=o 
To compute the Nielsen number N(f) we need to detect which addends are distinct 
in R(f). As in the previous example, take the smallest normal subgroup H of ~1 (X) 
containing &(a, (X2)) and the commutators of jrn(?rt (Xl)). By the universal property 
for at(X) (Seifett-Van Kampen), we can actually define H as the kernel of the unique 
epimorphism p : rrt (X) e Z4 such that pjtk is the abelianization of 7~1 (Xl) over Z4 and 
pj2, is the constant morphism on the zero of Z4. Let us operate in the relative level, and 
compute iV(f; H) and L(f; H). Clearly, ~1 (X)/H = Z4 = (~1, bl, a2, by). Note that 
k,-1 kz-1 
W H) = c A+ [al] - c j,, [agi-‘1 + (x(x2) - 2) . [I], 
j=l i-0 
because Im( 1 - f*) = ktZ @ Z $ k2Z $ Z 2 Z4 and so .;i-‘Q’ is in the same relative 
Reidemeister orbit as I$-‘. By the same argument, we can show that 
k,-1 kz-I 
l(f; H) = c he [a:‘] - c j,* [d] + (x(x2) - 3) . [I] 
j=l i=l 
and hence N(f; H) = kl + k2 - 1 if X(X2) # 3, N(f; H) = ICI+ k2 - 2 if X(X2) = 3. 
On the other side, L(f) = kl - k2 + X(X2) - 3. What about L(j) and N(f)? The 
only term that could cancel out some other term is [~k*+lb;la;i], which collapses 
into [l] at the relative level. But the equality o;kz+lb~*a~l = azf(q’) implies that 
[a;~~“+‘b;‘a;‘] = [l], so that N(f) = N(f; H). 
Proposition 5.2.1. Let X be a space obtained by attaching cellularly the boundary of 
the orientable surface of genus 2 minus a 2-disc to afinite connected CWcomplex. Then, 
given arbitrary integers L E Z and N 2 2, it is possible to find a self map f of X such 
that L(f) = L and N(f) 3 N. 
Proof. It is enough to take k2 such that k2 > 1, k2 2 X(X2) - L - 1 and kz 2 1 (N - L + 
X(X2)-l).Letkt :=kz+L+3--X(X2).Thenkl >X(Xz)-L-l+L+3-X(X2)=2 
and k2 2 1, showing the existence of a self map f such that L(f) = kt - kz + x(X2) - 3. 
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Indeed, L(f) = L + 3 - x(X2) + x(X2) - 3 = L. Moreover, if either x(X2) = o or 
x(X2) # 0, it turns out that 
N(f) > ICI + k7, - 2 = k2 + L + 3 - x(X2) + k2 - 2 
and then 
~(f)ZN-L+X(X2)-1+L+l-X(X;?)=N. 0 
Given a space X, we say that N is far from an integer L whenever there exist maps 
f such that L(f) = L and N(f) > (LI. F or almost all the surfaces the hypotheses of 
the previous proposition are true, so for almost all surfaces N is far from L. 
5.3. Higher dimensions 
Let X be a surface, and for any integer d 3 3 consider the d-manifold X x Sd-*. For 
every self map f of X, let 4 : Sd-* e Sdv2 be the constant map, with N(d) = 1 = L(4); 
there exists a self map cp : X x Sde2 I-+ X x SdV2, defined by cp := f x 4. The map ‘p has 
the property that N(p) = N( f ) and L(v) = L(f). Therefore the foregoing examples 
may extend to higher dimensions. There are infinitely many manifolds of each dimension 
for which N is far from L. Consequently, there are infinitely many manifolds of each 
dimension for which the converse of the Lefschetz fixed point theorem does not hold 
true. 
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